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ABSTRACT: USDA Agricultural Research Service 
has operated four field-sized watersheds in the 
deep loess soils of western Iowa since 1964. 
Throughout this time, two watersheds were 
cropped to corn using conventional tillage. One 
watershed was in bromegrass pasture with 
controlled grazing from 1964 to 1971. In 1972, 
it was converted to corn using a ridge 
till-plant system. The fourth watershed was 
cropped to corn using conventional tillage with 
level terraces from 1964 to 1971. In 1972, the 
terrace system was changed to parallel terraces 
with pipe outlets. The revised terraces were 
spaced at twice the recomended distance, and 
the field was cropped to corn using ridge 
tillage. 

Total runoff (surface plus base flow) is 
highly influenced by evapotranspiration. Thus, 
there was less total runoff from the brome grass 
than from the corn watersheds, but there was 
more runoff from the ridge tilled than from the 
conventionally tilled watersheds due to reduced 
evaporation from the soil surface. Changing the 
terraces from level terraces to parallel 
terraces with pipe outlets resulted is a reduced 
base-flow and increased surface-flow. 

The level terraces watershed exhibited flood 
hydrographs which were influenced predominantly 
by the area below the last terrace. Flood 
hydrographs from the parallel terraced field 
showed the influence of pipe flow through 
slightly increased peak discharge rates and 
greatly extended flow recessions. 

l~esearch Hydraulic Engineer, USDA-Agricultural Research 
Service, Cropping Systems and Water Quality Research 
Unit, Agr. Engr. Bldg., Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, MO 
65211 and Agricultural Engineer, Deep Loess Research 
Station, Council Bluffs, IA. 
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, . 
The uus rf ~ a n k i e n  tillm fo r  raw-crsp 

production is expected to expand rapidly in the decade of 
the nineties in response to the 1985 Food Security Act. 
This act requires greater erosion protection on highly 
erodible land. Conservation tillage, while useful for 
reducing erosion, also influences hydrology of both the 
surface water and ground water. The relative effects of 
various conservation systems have been documented through 
studies using simulated rainfall on field plots. 
Long-term studies are not common, however, on field-sized 
areaaunaer Rahuaal preckpl-on. T$&s Lneest&gation 
de,scribes the influence 03 two terrace system-and a 
conserw&im tkldaqa sy8fgm ,on the ~qurf aae-wat,er 
hydrology of field-sized watersheds located in the deep 
loess region of western Iowa. Ground water hydrology 1s 
not investigated-expgicitlp @a$ may be inferred from 
baseflm obsemakierp, i s 

m y  SITE ~ ~ F ' L ~ c I L I ' P ~ B S L  
The ~eep'.~oeas Researsh  ion, located near 

Treynor, Iowa; has been operated by the USDA, 
Agricultural Research Service s$nce $964. This sresearch 
station comprises fear;$?ieW-size watersheds ranging in 
size fr.aw 30,4 &a to-60.8 m. Wm of the fie1ds.d~~-1 
and WS-2) have been cropped to corn-nsi~g.aonventiona1 
tillage thrpugbnt Ishe stud$ pxiod,  @mventional 
tillage consisks of h6avy diski@g in aid-April to 
incorporate corn residues fellawed within two weeks with 
a shallower disking and-hasrowing for final seed bed . preparation. All operations are performed al~ng 
approxisate wntours of the steeper side slopes within 
the watersheds. ~fter planting, one or ewe cultivations 
are performed during the growf.ng sedbn for weed control. 
one field (IYS-3)-i&s in broke g3-ass-and used as pasture 
with controlI& grazing in -the-earrly'.portion of the 
study. In 1972 'tiy &ass vbe c + M a i ~  killed, and since 
that t h e  the fiefa has been-cropped to corn usin a 
ridge-till system. The 'rfdg*-%ill treatmem c6nsYsts of 
planting in early q g " i n  €lie c2op residae of the previous 
year. One or two cultfvat2ons hre perforled to control 
weeds and to reconstrucfr??id~ htong the w r n  rows. The 
fourth field 4WS-4) wes ig&t all2 tersrac@ qsing lwel 
bench terraces.ui# merit &..badgslops and cropped 
to corn using eonvenkisaal-tillage. IR 19x2 tke terraces 
were recoastruated &a a paral2el_~ster with pipe 
outlets. TLtese terraces are l a c a w  gt.twiae the 
recommended spacinge- field rsaa tiqepped to-corn using 
the ridge tillage systea, W&i w p p k  aaQ mmagement 
histories of the watersheds are summarized in'Table 1. 

.%tie pri~cig&e -soil t & s  are Mic Haplmdqlls, ~ypic 
Udorthents, aad ~urmlia.LErtp&adolls & & a r ~ l l - ~ n o ~ a - I d a  

8 - 
..r . - _  . 
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TABLE 1- Management history of Treynor, Iowa, research 
watersheds 

1964-1971 1972-1985 
W-shed Size 
Number (ha) Tillage Crop Tillage Crop - - - - 
WS-1 30.4 Conventional Corn Conventional Corn 

on contour on contour 

WS-2 33.6 Conventional Corn 
on contour 

Conventional Corn 
on contour 

WS-3 43.3 None Grass Ridge 

WS-4 60.8 Conventional Corn Ridge 
between between 
level parallel 
terraces terraces 

Corn 

Corn 

and Napier Series). These are well drained soils and 
areclassified as fine-silty mixed mesics. Ida is also 
calcareous. The topography is rolling and characterized 
by gently sloping ridges, steep side slopes, and well 
defined alluvial valleys with incised channels that 
usually terminate at an active gully head. Slopes range 
from 2-4% on the ridges and valleys to 12-18% on the side 
slopes. The loess overlays a glacial till that is a 
subdued replica of the land surface. This till layer is 
relatively impermeable compared to the loess. 

The watersheds are located in pairs with adjacent 
watersheds, WS-1 and WS-2, about 4 km from adjacent 
watersheds WS-3, and WS-4. The outlet of each watershed 
is in a gully which penetrates the zone of saturation, so 
there is perennial flow from the watersheds. Flow is 
measured using weirs located in the gullies. The gullies 
penetrate nearly to the till surface. The weirs are 
founded on sheet piling which is intended to limit 
seepage around the gaging station. Rainfall is measured 
using a network of three recording rain gages per 
watershed. 

WATER YIELD 

The influence of the various management systems on 
hydrologic response is most easily established by 
comparing the response of WS-3 and WS-4 to the response 
of the conventionally tilled watersheds, WS-1 and WS-2. 
Water yield can be compared using double-mass curves. In 
this analysis, the accumulated flow from WS-3 or WS-4 is 
compared to the average accumulated flow from WS-1 and 
WS-2, Fig.1. Recall that the gully cuts into the 
saturated ground water zone so that base flow from that 
zone is contributing to the total flow. The slope of a 
line on this diagram represents the ratio of the flow 
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from WS-3 or WS-4 to the average flow from WS-1 and WS-2. 
A line indicating equal flows from the watersheds is 
shown for reference. Consider the values for WS-3. In 
the first eight years, when WS-3 was in grass, total flow 
was considerably (39%) less than for the conventionally 
tilled watersheds. Runoff from WS-3 averaged 112 mm/yr 
compared to a mean of 178 mm/yr for WS-1 and WS-2. This 
is indicative of the increased evapotranspiration of 
grass over corn. In 1972, WS-3 was converted to 
ridge-tillage corn, and there is a break in the trend. 
The new slope is greater than the equal flow reference. 
Total runoff averaged 242 mra/yr for WS-3 during the 17 
year period 1972-1988. This is 17% greater than the 
annual mean total runoff from WS-1 and WS-2. The corn 
yields of the ridge tillaqe and conventional tillage 
watersheds were quite similar, so the transpiration can 
be expected to be quite similar. The increased residue 
left on the surface with ridge-tillage causes a reduction 
in the evaparation from the soil surface or a decrease in 
the combined evapotranspiration. This is the hydrologic 
explanation of the observation that reduced tillaqe 
fields often remain wet longer in the spring causing a 
delay in planting. 

The total runoff from WS-4 in the early eight year 
study period was very close to the equal flow reference, 
averaging 174 mm/yr compared to 178 mm/yr mean for WS-1 
and WS-2. This is to be expected as corn was grown on 
WS-4 using the same system as on WS-1 and WS-2. In 1972, 
the terrace system was changed and the ridge tillage 
system used on WS-3 instituted. The total flow from WS-4 
in the later years (average of 227 mm/yr) is 10% greater 
than that from WS-1 and WS-2 (average 207 mm/yr). 

Total flow is composed of both surface flow and base 
flow. The two types of flow were separated using a 
linear separation rule. In general, however, runoff 
events are short in duration and base flow is a small 
portion of the event hydrograph, so that separation 
technique used does not materially influence the result. 
Surface runoff is compared using a double-mass curve in 
Fig. 2. The surface runoff from WS-3 is much less than 
from WS-1 and WS-2 in the early years when in grass. 
Surface runoff averaged 40 mm/yr from WS-3 but 122 and 
112 mm/yr from WS-1 and WS-2, respectively. After 1972, 
with the conversion to ridge tillage, the surface runoff 
averaged 27 mm/yr, less than half the surface runoff from 
the conventionally tilled fields WS-1 and WS-2, which 
averaged 67 and 61 mm/yr, respectively. During the level 
terrace years, surface runoff from WS-4 was only 17 mm/yr 
compared to 122 and 112 mm/yr for conventionally tilled 
watersheds, WS-1 and WS-2. Surface runoff on WS-4 was 
predominantly from the region below the lowest terrace. 
Surface runoff was about 15% that of the conventionally 
tilled fields, and the area below the last terrace was 
about 17% of the total area of WS-4. Conversion to 



,yith ' p i p  ouf3ets in 1972 resulted.' in a 
'$rr f E Z o ~ @ i & o ~  iiujMM. %3sr&m sf 

the 1ine.i~ mere neaAy parallen to tire ma'% flow 
reference'.  rag^ fl& frima WS-4 was 52 nuire whereas 
WS-1 a& WS-2 aversrged 67 aivd 61, F/yr, respe=tively. 

The double-mass curve for base flow is shown in Mg. 
3. Base flow from'lw-3din the earzy ydrs was slightly 
greater tpan that krom m e  brnentionally tilled' 
watersheds (72 .m&r for -3, ad3 &2' and 6'3 for 
WS-1 andV@s-2,"yespe&ivelyj. Conversion of 'th-zs 
watershed ko a ridge tillhge system resulted itfan 
increase- in bas&f.ll.bw to an avekags oP 214 Isaafir compared 
to 135"and 152 nnn&r fbr -1 and W'S-2, req3ectively. 
The ridqe till & syst'ewr&l~e& in incl.reas&l- 
infiltration a%'> as meed surfs- runoff. 
The eb~r$'i'thf-*&om 
residue which feabs 
in level" ,terra-, inf i*tr.atio$ r's the pre&x&nant rcrans 
for removing surface water t- by the 4sk-racs berms. 
The evap'otmspj'ration from W.SL4 wag very eiailar to that 
from WS-1 and US-2, so base f l o w  was very high , averaging 
156 BLBD/ r compared to 62 and 63 mm/yr for WS-1 and WS-2, 
respectively Conversion to parallel terraces with pipe 
outl&its provid&i a f l w  rate for the whte-r mapped by 
the. &&races. The' -ef%ow, which averaged lm ~sa/yr 
compares to the mrrentlonaP ETeld Wseflcnv of 135 and 
152 aria/*. The barseflow in W s e  later years is 1.2 
times that of the &nventionaIly tilled watemeds, 
whereas in the 1 d 1  t9rraceeonfiguration the baseflow 
was 2.5 t'ise$ that c$f th,e conventionally tilled fields. 

The double-ntass curve comparisons describe annual 
conditions but & not illustrate reSpOtfse to in&ividual 
events. It is seldom that tAe etoms impacting. the pairs 
of watersheds have i-demMca^l hptograp- due fo the 4 JRR 
separation. 'The* real& of t w o  events M a t  atere quite 
similar are s h  in Pigs. 4 arid 5. Note that the 
disch&?ge set+' is yog9rithlal'c to permit displayhg of 
the %Y-a fie from all vEStkrshds on a c8Hlaon graph. 
Figure 4 -deP!cts & -n8 durintj the period h a  whfdn WS-3 
was in p s s  and WS-4 was in level terraces. . W-1 and 
WS-2 received 16.8 mu of rainfall in 21 rmin for W i s  
event, whereas -WS-3 and WS-4 retqkved 17.5- mu in 23 min. 
In Fig. "4, th_e h'ydqo@xtph far f3m terrae+ wiftershed, 
WS-4, Et e a r s  Izo ' be" a -scaled version df ,kkae hydrographs 
for Wii-f aria w-2. Tird p r k i n ~ n t  m e  Fm this flow 
is the rqion b e r ~  tfYe last 'terrace. ' m f s  rqi0h ,is 
cultivated iB the saam manner as W - 1  a%M WS-2. The 
hydragra$ f& the ~ss~,w$t&rshiiid, WET-3, shows .a lower 
peak &~&arge and q lohgsr tinp4o-peak manr~S-1 a& 
WS-2, a's w&ld Be,expe&ed. This hydrograph is alse-more 
regular q c l n  "h&e'. froar 15-1 erfril WS-2. m a t  is the 
slower responsi'attenuates theLd!nf1uence of rapid tzhanges 
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F I G .  3. Accumulated annual base flow. 

TIME (hours) 
F I G .  4.  Runoff hydrographs for watersheds WS-1, 

WS-2, WS-3, and WS-4 for the storm event of 
June 14, 1967. 



in rainfall intensity, whereas WS-1 and WS-2 show 
response to those rapid changes, Tug iU~k?iafOd 
~ r 4  clearly in Fig. 5. 

Figure 5 represents conditions after W3-3 had been 
converted to reduced tillage corn and WS-.4 was converted 
to parallel terraces with pipe outlets. W - 1  and WS-2 
received 41.1 lara of rainfall in 56 rnin for this event, 
where- WS-3 and WS-4 received 40.6 mm in 56 min. The 
hydrographs for WS-1 and WS-2 show three distinct peaks. 
These correspond to three distinct rainfall bursts. The 
hydrographs from WS-3 and NS-4 shaw only single peaks, 
the influence of the other bursts being damped by the 
slower response of these conservation tfeated watersheds. 
Note the extended hydrograph from WS-4 resulting from 
drainage of surface water from the low spots along the 
terraces. 

The annual peak discharge for each watershed is not 
always caused by the same s t o m  because of spatial 
variation of rainfall and differing-sssponse patterns. 
This is illustr&ted in Table 2 which'lists the annual 
peak discharges. For WS-1 and WS-2 the annual floods 
occurred on the sameday, except in 1974 afid 1981 when 
the events occurred near midnight and in 1977. In 1977, 
two events producetLEld6_af nearly  ~ a L m a g n i k u d e  - 

---- 

The larger of the two events occurred on different days 
for the two watersheds. For WS-3 and 'WS-g, however, in less 
than half of the years was the event causing the annual peak 
discharge coincident with WS-1 or WS-2. As a result, 
comparisons of annual peak discharges on a year-by-year 
basis are meaningless. 

A frequency based approach was used to compare the 
response of the watersheds. Partial duration curves were 
developed for each watershed. Com risons made apply 
only to the curves, not to the indKidua1 runoff events 
ar to the rainfall causing the event. T b  partial 
duration series for t& period 1992 to 1985 are shown in 
Fig. 6. Peak discharges from WS-1 and WS-2 are 3 to 5 
times as great as those of WS-3, the ridge tilled 
watershed, and 5 to 7 times as great as those from the 
parallel terraced watershed, WS-4. 

Soil conservation practices have a significant inpact 
on the hydrologic response of a field-size@ watershed. 
Where raillPql& is D Q ~  1-hitkng, total annirhl runoff is 
mainly determined by the eva transpiration of the 
vegetation. Practices that Ecqease surf ace residue also 
reduce evaporation from tzhe soiI resulting in a slight 
increase in total runoff. The m a @ r  influence of 
conservation practice on hybrdlogy is in partitioning 
between surface and base flow. Botb the ridge-till 
system and the terrace systems result in a substantial 
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TIME (hours) 
FIG. 5. Runoff hydrographs for watersheds WS-1, 

WS-2, WS-3, and WS-4 for the storm event of 
May 8, 1977. 

EXCEEDENCES PER YEAR 

FIG. 6. Partial duration series for peak discharges 
from the four Western Iowa watersheds. 
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decrease in the surface runoff. This implies an 
accretion to groundwater. 

Flood flows are also reduced by conservation 
practices. The parallel terrace system reduced the peak 
discharqes to approximately one-third those of the 
conventionally tilled fields, whereas the ridge-tilled 
field reduced the peak dischar es to ap roximately 
one-sixth those of the conventfonally talled fields. 

TABLg 2- Annual peak discharges and dates. 

(a) Gaging station established during year. 


